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a b s t r a c t

Electrochemical actuation in nanoporous metals is achieved by impregnation of the material’s pore space
with a ionic conductor, typically an aqueous electrolyte. These hybrid actuators exhibit fully reversible
deformation and mechanical properties that can be controlled by electric signals. Recently, set-ups have
been proposed inwhich the nanoporousmetal’s surface is additionally coatedwith a conjugated polymer,
resulting in a nanocomposite that exhibits strongly increased actuation strains compared to the pure
metal while still retaining the mechanical strength of the metal backbone.

In order to exploit the full potential of these nanocomposite actuators, a detailed understanding of the
underlying ion transport mechanisms and means to predict the actuator’s response are necessary. We
present an interface-extended continuummechanical model to study actuation in pure nanoporous gold
and nanoporous gold–polypyrrole nanocomposites. Simulations predict significantly enhanced actuation
strains due to the presence of the polymer phase and show that both, the nanocomposite’s structure and
the ions’ mobilities, greatly affect the actuator’s response.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Nanoporous metals are monolithic materials consisting of an
interconnected network of nanoscale metal wires, the so-called
ligaments. Their characteristic structure [1] gives them an excep-
tionally high surface-to-volume ratiowhich is not only responsible
for the unique mechanical properties of the material (compare,
e.g., [2,3]), but is also the source of chemoelectromechanically
coupled behaviour resulting in electrically induced, fully reversible
actuation in nanoporous gold [4]. In response to an applied electric
field, themetal develops a surface chargewhich affects the bonding
strength of the surface atoms. Small surface modifications like
that are negligible in a bulk material, but on the nanoscale, they
are translated into macroscopic deformation of the metal. This
results in an effective stiffness that can be controlled by the ap-
plication of an electric field [5]. Beyond that, the inverse behaviour,
i.e., generation of an electric current undermechanical loading, has
been found to generate significant electric currents with a charge–
load coupling coefficient that surpasses that of high-performance
piezoceramics [6].

Nanoporous gold has been studied extensively as a model sys-
tem but for wide-spread application as low-cost electrochemical
actuators, other, less exclusive materials need to be employed.
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In recent years, numerous nanoporous metals have been devel-
oped, most of which are still based on noble metals (e.g., palla-
dium [7,8], silver [9,10]) but increasingly non-noble nanoporous
metals (e.g., titanium [11] and nickel [12]) and alloys [13,14] can be
reliably synthesised, providing a variety of possible material sys-
tems for development of high performance actuators and ‘‘smart’’
materials.

Actuation amplitudes observed in nanoporous metals are small
compared to other actuators. This drawback can be mitigated
by forming a composite of nanoporous gold with a large-strain
polymer actuator such as polypyrrole. In these composites, the
gold ligaments are covered with the polymer, resulting in a bi-
continuous nanocomposite with significantly increased actuation
strains [15,16] due to the presence of the polymer and favourable
mechanical properties due to the metal backbone. Electroactiv-
ity in conjugated polymers such as polypyrrole is based on ion
transport within the polymeric network. While response times are
comparatively low due to the slow ion transport in the polymer,
large deformations at low required voltages are achievable [17].

The presence of a second, polymeric phase in a nanoporous
metal is known to affect its mechanical response by introducing
new possible deformationmechanisms [18–20]. Significant effects
on the actuation behaviour in addition to the increased actuation
strain are expected due to the changes in ion transport behaviour.
Hierarchical structures have been proposed to optimise electroac-
tive behaviour as larger pores provide routes for fast ion transport,
while nanoscale pores provide the necessary high surface area for
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(a) Monomeric unit. (b) Polaron.

(c) Bipolaron.

Fig. 1. Polypyrrole (PPy) is a conjugated polymer that can be made electrically conducting through polymer doping. In the doped (oxidised) state, (a) polarons and (b)
bipolarons act as charge carriers. Due to the conjugated structure of the polymer chain, polarons and bipolarons are spread out (delocalised) over three or four monomeric
units and can be transported along the chain as well as via inter-chain hopping, cf. [31]. The dopant A− in the sketch balances the polarons’ and bipolarons’ charge.

actuation [21,22]. Furthermore, actuation in polypyrrole and other
conjugated polymers strongly depends on the mobilities of the
ions, to the extent that with different ions the same applied poten-
tial can result in either shrinking or expansion of the polymer [17].

Computational modelling of the nanocomposite actuator pro-
vides the means to study such effects and offers insights into the
material behaviour that are inaccessible to experiments, such as
the nature of the superposition of the metal’s and the polymer’s
actuation behaviour and themechanisms involved in ion transport.
Modelling of bulk composite actuators has received considerable
attention in the past, especially for ionomeric polymer/metal com-
posites, so-called IPMCs [23–25]. The complex charge transport
behaviour in conjugated polymers is modelled in [26] without
consideration of electromechanical effects. Models for actuation
strains and volume changes in conjugated polymers are proposed
in [27,28].

None of these available modelling approaches can provide an
all-encompassing description of electroactive polymer/metal com-
posites as their behaviour tends to be a superposition of different
mechanisms that is not fully understood as of yet. In the following,
we focus onmodelling effects arising due to thenanoscale nature of
the nanoporous gold–polypyrrole composite as studied by [16]. To
account for the high interface-to-volume ratio in the nanocompos-
ite and its role in actuation, we adapt the continuum mechanical
modelling framework for the chemoelectromechanical coupling in
metal–polymer nanocomposites developed in Wilmers et al. [29]
to the case of conjugated polymers and use it to study the effect
the presence of the polymer phase has on the material’s actuation
behaviour.1

2. Working principle of nanocomposite actuator

The electroactive nanocomposite studied here is based on (par-
tial) infiltration of themetal’s pore networkwith polypyrrole. Both
individual constituents of the composite exhibit actuation but the
underlying mechanisms are very different. While in nanoporous
metals, actuation is a pure interface effect [4], polypyrrole exhibits
deformation due to ion insertion into the polymer network.

Conjugated polymers such as polypyrrole are organic semicon-
ductors, that is they can bemade electrically conducting by doping
with anions, i.e., negatively charged ions. In the doped or oxidised

1 Under actuation, any stress dependence of the ion flux can be considered to
be negligible, for discussion of mechanical sensing effects in conjugated polymers
see [30].

Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of ion transport in a conjugated polymer. To maintain
electroneutrality, charges arising during redox reactions are balanced by incor-
poration or ejection of electrolyte ions into the polymer network, thus, inducing
swelling or shrinking of the polymer. Blue arrows denote processes in which the
volume increases, black arrows denote decrease in volume. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

state, the polymer exhibits positive charges along the chains, form-
ing so-called polarons and bipolarons [31] which facilitate electric
conduction, compare Fig. 1. The doping anion is incorporated into
the polymer network and balances the charge.

If the polymer is reduced (by application of a potential), the
positive charge vanishes. However, as the whole material still
has to maintain electroneutrality, the incorporated ions have to
be either expelled from the network or their charges have to be
balanced by incorporation of ions from the environment (i.e., a
liquid electrolyte), resulting in a net ion transport in response to
an applied electric field [17,32].

Starting from the oxidised and doped state, two different reduc-
tion paths are possible as depicted in Fig. 2:

Px+
· x A−

+ x C+
+ x e− ⇀↽ P0

· x A−
· x C+ (1)

Px+
· x A−

+ x e− ⇀↽ P0
+ x A− . (2)

Here, P denotes the polymer and A− and C+ the anion and cation,
respectively. Monovalent ions are chosen here for readability. In
reality, higher and differing valence numbers are possible.

In path (2), the anions are expelled from the polymer network
while in path (1), the anions remain distributed in the polymer
and their charges are balanced by uptake of cations from the liquid
electrolyte. The latter reaction goes alongwith a volume increase of
the polymerwhile ejection of ions causes shrinking. Both processes
are reversible.
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Which process occurs primarily depends on the mobility of the
involved ion species. For large, immobile anions, only reaction path
(1) is viable, thus, causing swelling during reduction and shrinking
upon subsequent oxidation. If the anions are medium-sized and
mobile, both processes may occur simultaneously, further influ-
enced by the applied electric potential and pH. Furthermore, small
andmobile ions allow for so-called ‘‘salt draining’’ inwhich cations
and anions bond together to form a neutral salt and diffuse from
the polymer, causing contraction. This superposition of multiple
mechanisms with opposing effects can result in fluctuating actu-
ator responses as visible for example in the cyclic voltammetry
experiments in [33]. Hence, immobilising either the anion or the
cation and, thus, having only a single moving species, is usually
desirable for actuator applications [17].

In conjugated polymers, transport of multiple ion species and
the associated salts with very different mobilities is possible. The
different transport paths offer a variety of possible actuation re-
actions, influenced by the choice of electrolyte and doping ions,
making it difficult to predict the superimposed deformation be-
haviour of the actuator. Therefore, the transport mechanisms and
the resulting deformation behaviour are the focus inmodelling the
composite’s behaviour in the following.

3. Mathematical model: Bulk and interface mechanics

The coupling between mechanics, ion transport, and electro-
statics has to be considered in order to model actuation in the
nanocomposite. These phenomena are described in terms of the
evolution of the displacement fieldu(X, t), the concentration of ion
species i c i0(X, t), and the electrical potential φ(X, t).

As described by Wilmers et al. [29], the governing equations
are the balance of linear momentum, the balance of mass for the
species i and Gauß’s law. In the bulk, those read

ρ0ü = Div P + ρ0b , (3)

ċ i0 = −Div J i + W i , (4)

0 = −DivD + qf0 , (5)

and on the interface, one obtains

ρ0ü = Div P + ρ0b + [[P]] · N , (6)

ċ
i
0 = −Div J

i
+ W

i
− [[J i]] · N , (7)

0 = −DivD + DivN
[
D · N

]
+ qf0 − [[D]] · N . (8)

This system of non-linear equations captures large deformations.
Here, the overbar denotes an interface quantity and [[•]] is the jump
of a bulk quantity over the interfacewithN being the normal vector
to the interface. P is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, J i is the
flux of species i and D is the nominal electric displacement field.
The sources b, W i and qf0 are the specific body force tensor, ion
sources and the free charge density, respectively. Themass density
with respect to the reference configuration is given by ρ0. As an ex-
tension of the surface elasticity theory of Gurtin andMurdoch [34],
this model endows the interface with its own thermodynamic
structure, resulting in a designated constitutive description for the
interface quantities as discussed in the following. For details on the
derivation of the interface relations, refer to [29,35].

The composite described here consists of four distinct domains
with differing physical behaviour: the polymer, the liquid elec-
trolyte, the nanoporous metal and the interface.

3.1. Metal

The nanoporous metal is considered to be a perfect conduc-
tor, thus, no discontinuities in the electron concentration or elec-
tric potential arise within the material. Therefore, the system of

equations in the metal reduces to the linear momentum balance
(Eq. (3)).

The actuation strains in nanoporous metals are fully re-
versible [36] and itsmechanical behaviour is described by the Neo-
Hookean model

P = µF + [λ ln J − µ]F−T . (9)

Here, µ and λ are Lamé parameters, F is the deformation gradient,
and J its determinant.

3.2. Polymer

In the bulk polymer, full chemoelectromechanical coupling oc-
curs, i.e., the whole set of governing equations (Eqs. (3)–(5)) has to
be solved.

For the stresses, we adopt the constitutive relation of Wilmers
et al. [29] in which the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress is additively
decomposed into a mechanical and a chemical stress

P = Pmech
+ Pchem

= µF + [λ lnJ − µ]F−T
−

∑
i

kiF∆c i0 F
−T , (10)

where the mechanical stress is given by a Neo-Hookean relation.
The chemical stress for each species i is proportional to the dif-
ference in concentration ∆c i0 at time t to the initial (uncharged)
state multiplied with the Faraday constant F . The proportionality
constant ki is a constitutive parameter describing the induced
deformation in terms of deformation energy per charge of species
i.

In accordance with the results of [29], a possible contribution
of theMaxwell stress is negligible. Furthermore, we do not include
osmotic effects [27] in the model, as [37] points out that ion
insertion dominates actuation in polypyrrole at short time scales
while the osmotic pressure dominates at longer times.

The ion flux of species i is modelled by the well-known Nernst–
Planck relation (without convection):

J i = −Di
· Grad c i0 − c i0

z iF
RT

Di
· Gradφ , (11)

with the diffusion coefficient Di, the gas constant R and absolute
temperature T .

The presence ofmultiple, differently chargedmobile ion species
allows for the formation of a neutral salt, compare Fig. 2, according
to

mAn−
+ n Cm+

ra
−⇀↽−
rd

AmCn . (12)

Here, ra and rd are the rates of association and dissociation, respec-
tively. Eq. (12) states that m anions and n cations together form
one salt molecule in a reversible reaction. In general, the equilib-
rium state for this reaction lies somewhere inbetween complete
dissociation (only ions) and full association (only salt) depending
on the rates. This continuous creation and destruction of salt ions
is described by the source termW i in Eq. (4):

W salt
= csalt0,max

[
ra

[
c+

0

csalt0,max

]n[
c−

0

csalt0,max

]m

− rd
csalt0

csalt0,max

]
. (13)

Here, csalt0,max denotes the maximum possible salt concentration
and is used to normalise the concentrations. The expression[

c+0
csalt0,max

]n[
c−0

csalt0,max

]m

is the probability of the necessary number of

ions ‘‘meeting’’ and, thus, enabling formation of a salt molecule.
An increase in salt concentration naturally decreases the concen-
tration of the ions, therefore, nW+

= mW−
= −W salt.
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Fig. 3. Meshed geometry of the electric cell with a nanoporous gold–polypyrrole composite electrode. The pore channels in the gold have a diameter of 10 nm and are
completely filled with polymer. The electrolyte domain has a width of 1 µm. Boundary conditions on the left-hand side and the interface, are used to apply the potential
difference. Displacement of the right-hand side is fully constrained, while all other boundaries are flux- resp. traction-free.

Table 1
Material parameters.

Symbol Value

Polymer (polypyrrole)

Mass density ρ0 1.47 g/cm3 [40]

Lamé parameters λ 0.346 GPa [41]
µ 0.231 GPa [41]

Relative permittivity εr 10000

Valence anion z−
−1

Valence cation z+ 1

Anion concentration c−

0 1500 mol/m3

Cation concentration c+

0 0 mol/m3

Max. salt concentration csalt0,max 1500 mol/m3

Cation diffusivity D+ 10 · 10−10 m2/s

Coupling parameters
k− 5 J/C
k+ 2.5 J/C
ksalt 0.75[|z+

|k−
+ |z−

|k+
]

Salt association rate ra 10 1/ms

Salt dissociation rate rd 5 1/ms

Electrolyte

Relative permittivity εr 8000

Anion concentration c−

0 500 mol/m3

Cation concentration c+

0 500 mol/m3

Anion diffusivity D+ 10 · 10−10 m2/s

Salt association rate ra 0 1/ms

Salt dissociation rate rd 100 1/ms

Metal (gold)

Mass density ρ0 19.3 g/cm3

Lamé parameters λ 198.6 GPa [42]
µ 27.08 GPa [42]

Interface

Lamé parameters λ −2 N/m a

µ 3.5 N/m a

Coupling parameter ξ
ion

30 J/C b

a Based on the surface parameters computed in [43].
b Provided by N. Mameka at Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht based on [5].

Salt carries no charge and is, thus, not affected by gradients in
the electric potential. Hence, for the salt, Eq. (11) reduces to purely
diffusive transport.

Ion transport is significantly slower than electron transport in
the polymer and the resistance for ions to cross polymer-solution
interface is negligible [38]. Consequently, the electron charge con-
tribution is represented by a homogeneous charge density qp0 that
vanishes over time upon application of a potential.

Thus, the charge density in the polymer is given by:

qf0(X, t) = F
[
z+c+

0 (X, t) + z−c−

0 (X, t)
]
+ qp0(t) . (14)

Here, the valencies and concentrations of the cation and the anion
are marked by the superscript + and −, respectively.

Finally, the nominal electric displacement is assumed to be ho-
mogeneous and electrically linear [29,39], yielding the expression

D = −ε0εr JF−1
· F−T

· Gradφ , (15)

which is the pull-back of the electric displacement field of classical
electrostatics to the reference configuration. The electric permit-
tivity of the material is denoted by the product ε0εr .

3.3. Liquid electrolyte

The liquid electrolyte does not impose any pressure on the
solids and their deformation does not induce any pressure differ-
ences in the liquid. Thus, there exists no mechanical interaction
between the liquid and the solid domains and the electrolyte
behaviour is governed by Eqs. (4) and (5).

The principles of ion transport and salt formation in the liquid
are the same as in the polymer. Hence, Eqs. (11) and (12) describe
the constitutive behaviour of the electrolyte. Furthermore, the
electrolyte exhibits electrically linear behaviour as modelled by
Eq. (15).

3.4. Metal/electrolyte interface

The electromechanical coupling on the interface arises from the
presence of an interface charge qf0. The stresses induced by this
interface charge are modelled with a phenomenological expres-
sion introduced in Wilmers et al. [29] utilising the electroelastic
coupling parameter ξ

i
[5]:

P = P
mech

+ P
electro

= µF +
[
λ lnJ − µ

]
F

−T
− ξ

i
qf0F . (16)

F denotes the deformation gradient on the interface and µ and λ

are the interface Lamé parameters. Here, themechanically induced
stress is described by a Neo-Hookean material model for the in-
terface. Furthermore, the interface is assumed to be geometrically
coherent, i.e., there is no displacement discontinuity over the in-
terface, and non-diffusive.

Following the discussion in [29], for the interface of an ideal
conductor, the interface electric displacement field vanishes,
i.e., D = 0. Therefore, Gauß’s law Eq. (8) reduces to the classical
interface condition of electrostatics, 0 = qf0 − [[D]] · N , which
allows to determine the interface charge from the jump in the
electric displacement field over the interface, providing a coupling
between bulk and interface behaviour.
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(a) Oxidation.

(b) Reduction.

Fig. 4. Volume change of the gold electrode due to actuation in a liquid electrolyte
for (a) an oxidising and (b) a reducing potential. The positive (negative) interface
charge during oxidation (reduction) results in expansion (compression) of the gold.
The largest degree of deformation arises in both cases for large pore diameters,
despite the fact that the interface-per-volume ratio is slightly larger for small pore
diameters.

4. Numerical results: electric cell

In order to study the influence of different electrode geometries
and the presence of a polymer on the actuation behaviour of
nanoporous gold, a 2D electric cell as depicted in Fig. 3 is set up.

Here, the nanoporous gold’s structure is approximated by pore
channels in the gold domain. A structure with a single large pore
(90 nm pore diameter) and a piece of nanowire with a flat surface
are considered for comparison. Complete filling of the pores with
polymer and perfect contact are assumed.

A potential difference of ± 0.5 V is applied to the geometry
by imposing constant potential boundary conditions on the side
of the electrolyte domain and the metal–polymer interface. Dis-
placement of the electrode is constrained on the right-hand (non-
electrolyte) side. All other surfaces are flux resp. traction free.

The material parameters for all four domains are listed in Ta-
ble 1. The transport parameters in the polymer and the electrolyte
are chosen not to represent specific anions and cations but so as
to illustrate general trends in the nanocomposite behaviour. To
allow comparisons between set-ups with and without polymer,
the diffusivities in the electrolyte and in the polymer are set to
the same value. In reality, diffusivities in the liquid are significantly
larger than in the polymer. Further, we utilise slightly exaggerated
relative permittivities. The relative permittivity describes the pos-
sible size of space charge regions. The smaller the permittivity, the
smaller these regions and, consequently, the finer the mesh needs
to be, resulting in unreasonably high simulation times. In keeping
with the approach utilised in [26], the relative permittivities of the
electrolyte and the polymer have been increased to mitigate this
effect.

Simulations are carried out using an in-house finite element
code utilising the deal.ii library [44]. The non-linear system of
equations is solved using a monolithic scheme, thus, all coupling
effects are accounted for.

4.1. Actuation in liquid electrolyte

To model actuation of pure nanoporous gold in a liquid elec-
trolyte, the polymer domain shown in Fig. 3 (and in the large
pore and nanowire geometries) is assigned the electrolytematerial
behaviour according to Section 3.3 and Table 1.

Fig. 4 compares the initial volume change occurring for the
same applied potential difference in the different geometries. The
nanowire has the smallest interface length-per-area ratio and,
therefore, exhibits the smallest degree of deformation. By intro-
ducing nanopores, the interface length-per-area ratio is signifi-
cantly increased (5 times as large for 90 nm pore, 5.8 times as large
for 10 nm), resulting in the expected enhanced volume changes.

Fig. 5. Effect of the pore diameter on the electric potential and cation concentration distributions under reduction. The large pore geometry allows for potential variation
over the pore diameter and, thus, for larger electric fields and surface charges, resulting in increased actuation strains.
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However, the relationship between geometry and actuation
behaviour especially in the early stages of deformation is more
complex than that, as is evident from the fact that the large pore
geometry exhibits the largest deformations, despite its interface
length-per-area ratio being slightly lower than that of the 10 nm
pore geometry. This behaviour is due to the differences in the
electric potential distributions over the different pore diameters
as depicted in Fig. 5. Comparison of the fields in the two struc-
tures reveals that the larger pore diameter allows for potential
variation over the pore diameter and, thus, for larger electric fields
and surface charges deeper into the pore, resulting in increased
actuation strains, as is also evident by the increased countering
cation concentration along the interface. Over time, this difference
decreases as seen in Fig. 4.

The results demonstrate that not only the interface area is a
major influencing factor on the nanocomposite’s behaviour but
that the pore geometry also strongly affects the actuation response.
Here, it is important to note that ever smaller pores (and increased
interface areas) might not be advantageous because the pore size
affects the electric fields and ion transport behaviour as seen in
Fig. 5 and it is necessary to strike a compromise between pore
diameter and interface area. With the increasing controllability of
synthesis methods, hierarchical nanoporous structures seem to be
the answer as they allow to combine different pore geometries in
one actuator.

4.2. Actuation in metal–polymer composite

Experiments show that functionalisation of nanoporous gold
with polypyrrole results in a significant increase in actuation strain.
This effect is also predicted by the model as seen in Fig. 6 which
shows the strain over the height of the electrode along the left gold
edge. For the case of highly mobile anions, the actuation behaviour
in polypyrrole acts in the same direction as the actuation due to the
presence of an interface charge, resulting inmuch larger achievable
strains for nanoporous metal composites. For the nanowire, on the
other hand, the thin coating with conducting polypyrrole actually
reduces the achievable strains because the polymer is free to de-
form into the electrolyte domain.

The nanoporous structurewith small pore diameters profits the
most from the presence of the polymer, exhibiting increases in
actuation strain of approximately 250% under reduction and over
400% under oxidation. This difference between the two loading
cases is a direct result of the choice of the coupling parameter
which for anions (which are responsible for the swelling under
oxidation) is twice that of the cation.

These results clearly show that themodel captures and predicts
the influence of the polymer phase on actuation and, thus, offers a
unique opportunity to study the effects of other polymer proper-
ties, most importantly, the ion mobility.

To examine the effect ion mobilities have on the behaviour of
the nanocomposite, four different cases are considered: identical
diffusivities of cations and anions (with and without salt drain),
fully immobile anions (D−

= 0), and cations with increased
mobility (D+

= 2D−). The strain response for the 10 nmpore under
reduction is shown in Fig. 7 for these four cases.

Formobile anions, negative actuation strains arise due to anions
leaving the polymer network. If salt draining occurs, this effect is
enhanced: if the actuator is kept at a certain potential for longer
times, the salt also takes cations along when leaving the polymer
network. Increased cationmobility (D+ > D−) results in faster lev-
elling of the actuator’s response as cation ingress induces renewed
swelling of the polymer. Immobilising the anions, on the other
hand, yields steady swelling of the nanocomposite. This response
is opposite to the one pure nanoporous gold exhibits but might
nevertheless be preferable inmany application cases as it prevents

(a) Oxidation.

(b) Reduction.

Fig. 6. Actuation strain for different geometries under (a) an oxidising and (b) a
reducing potential. Dashed lines are strains in pure metal and solid lines are strains
in nanocomposite. The colour plots show the normof the displacement in one of the
nanoporous structures at 500 ns. The nanocomposites exhibit significantly larger
strains than the pure metal. For small pore diameters, the influence of the polymer
is the most pronounced with an increase in strain of over four times in case of
oxidation and over twice as large strains in case of reduction.

changes in the actuation direction over time [17] and effectively
prevents salt drain.

The presence of the polymer phase in a nanocomposite actuator
not only serves to enhance the actuation strains, but also offers
the opportunity to tailor the actuator’s behaviour to different
specifications by variation of the present ion species and their
mobility. For instance, immobilising the anion allows to reverse the
actuator’s strain direction, and large differences in the anion and
cationmobilities result in ‘‘switching’’ responses. As themagnitude
of such effects is not easily predicted from experiments because
of the complex coupling of the fields, computational modelling
as presented in this contribution is an invaluable tool in actuator
development.
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Fig. 7. Strain over time for different ion mobilities. If the anion is immobile
(D−

= 0), no shrinking occurs, yielding a steady volume increase.

5. Conclusions

Using an interface-extended continuum mechanical frame-
work, the actuation behaviour of nanoporousmetal–polymer com-
posites is simulated. Computational modelling of the nanocom-
posite’s response offers insights into material behaviour that is
inaccessible to experiments, such as the nature of the superposi-
tion of the metal’s and the polymer’s actuation behaviour and the
mechanisms involved in ion transport.

By comparing the responses of pure metal and nanocomposite
actuators, a significant increase in actuation strain due to the pres-
ence of the polymer phase is found, a behaviour that has also been
observed in experiments as well [15,16]. Furthermore, insight into
the ion transport mechanism within the polymer and its influence
on the actuation is gained, highlighting the strong dependence of
the actuator’s response on the ion mobilities.

The simulation results show that the increased interface-to-
volume ratio of nanoporous metals warrants the attention as base
materials for actuators they have received in recent years. How-
ever, the results also prove that not only interface area plays a
significant role in the actuation behaviour but also geometrical
factors such as pore channel diameters, where larger diameters
reduce the specific interface area but improve ion transport and
electric field distribution. From this point of view, hierarchical
nanoporous structures [21,22,45] seem especially promising.

Further attention should be directed to the study of electroac-
tive nanocomposites as the presence of an electroactive polymer is
found to drastically improve the actuation behaviour particularly
for smaller pore diameters that do not perform as well in a pure
metal actuator. As the polymer phase’s behaviour is controlled by
the mobility of ions in its network, a nanocomposite actuator’s
response can be tailored to requirements, providing an exciting
option for specialised applications requiring ‘‘smart’’ materials.
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